Many of these have already been announced via the News area of the Collection Manager Community Center (password required) in the JIT weekly updates, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

- Be sure to Follow the News area in order to receive email notifications.

**New collections**

- **Provider: Adam Matthew Digital (amdigital)**
  Sex and Sexuality: Module II

- **Provider: Bloomsbury Publishing (bloom)**
  Bloomsbury Drama Online BBC Films and Documentaries from 2021 IRE
  Bloomsbury Drama Online BBC Films and Documentaries from 2021 ROW
  Bloomsbury Drama Online BBC Films and Documentaries from 2021 UK
  Bloomsbury Drama Online BBC Films and Documentaries from 2021 US

- **Provider: Cambridge University Press (CUP)**
  Cambridge Journals: 2022 Agriculture Collection
  Cambridge Journals: 2022 Biological Sciences Collection
  Cambridge Journals: 2022 Business Collection
  Cambridge Journals: 2022 Engineering and Technology Collection
  Cambridge Journals: 2022 Full Collection
  Cambridge Journals: 2022 HSS Collection
  Cambridge Journals: 2022 Medical and Veterinary Collection
  Cambridge Journals: 2022 Science and Technology Collection
  Cambridge Journals: 2022 STM Collection

- **Provider: IGI Global (IGI)**
  Advances in Business Strategy and Competitive Advantage - IGI Global - Electronic Resources
  Advances in Computational Intelligence and Robotics - IGI Global - Electronic Resources
  Advances in Criminology, Criminal Justice, and Penology - IGI Global - Electronic Resources
  Advances in Data Mining and Database Management - IGI Global - Electronic Resources
  Advances in Digital Crime, Forensics, and Cyber Terrorism - IGI Global - Electronic Resources
  Advances in E-Business Research - IGI Global - Electronic Resources
New cooperatively contributed collections

- ***Catholic News Archive (global.990.13) – contributed by University of Notre Dame
- History of Economic Thought (HET) (global.60691.360) - contributed by Erasmus University

*** indicates that the collection contains only open access content as defined by the provider.

Discontinued collections

For some discontinued collections, we recommend selecting newer or better collections. We have indicated those below when they exist. Not all discontinued collections will have a suggested replacement collection.

- Provider: De Gruyter Online (deGruyter)
  Select this collection instead: De Gruyter Columbia University Press Complete eBook-Package 2019 (deGruyter.columbia19)

- Provider: Kluwer Online (kluwer)
  Discontinued Collection: Wolters Kluwer Online Study Aid Library 2020 (kluwer.WKOSAL20)
  Select this collection instead: Wolters Kluwer Online Study Aid Library (kluwer.WKOSAL)

- Provider: Ovid (Ovid)
  Discontinued Collection: LWW Exercise (Ovid.exercise)
  Select this collection instead: LWW Health Library Exercise Science (Ovid.exercise)

  Discontinued Collection: LWW Total Access Bridge Collection 2018 (Ovid.lto18q01)
  Discontinued Collection: LWW Total Access Bridge Collection 2020 (Ovid.lto20001)

  Discontinued Collection: LWW Total Access Collection 2016 version w Neurology Year3 (Ovid.ltot164y3)
  Discontinued Collection: LWW Total Access Collection 2017 version Neurology Year 3RR (Ovid.ltot17rr3)
  Discontinued Collection: LWW Total Access Collection 2017 version w Neurology Year2 (Ovid.ltot171y2)
  Discontinued Collection: LWW Total Access Collection 2018 version minus Neurology N18 Year 3 (Ovid.ltoa18y3n18mneuro)
Statistics

Totals:
631 providers
20,776 collections
57,875,654 records